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This course is aimed at employers who need a broad 
overview of the employment landscape in Asia. 
Unlike the EU, where directives are implemented in 
each country but follow common principles, Asian 
jurisdictions take very different approaches to HR 
legal issues. Even Hong Kong and China, which are 
technically one country, operate HR legal regimes 
which are polar opposites.

Who should attend?

This course is relevant to international HR managers 
and directors with responsibility for employees  
in Asia.

This course will cover:

 – practical guidance on main issues of employment 
in Asia

 – overview of key employment issues from hiring  
to termination

 – introduction to unions

 – insight into cultural differences

 – future developments

Cultural awareness issues in business will be 
addressed throughout this course.

The maximum number of delegates on this 
course is limited to 15.

Principles of employment 
law across Asia

Speaker
Jennifer Van Dale
Jennifer heads Eversheds Sutherland’s Hong Kong and  
Asia Pacific employment practice, representing employers. 
A resident of Hong Kong for 25 years and a graduate of 
Rutgers University and the University of Hong Kong,  
Jennifer combines an international background with  
local cultural and legal knowledge.

Employment law and HR courses

6 
CPD One-day course

London 26 March 2019

Fee £499 +VAT Time 09.30 – 16.30

Jurisdictions covered:
 – China

 – Hong Kong

 – Singapore

 – Malaysia

 – India

 – Vietnam

Topics covered:
 – hiring, including flexibility in contracts of 
employment, definite or indefinite term and  
on call contracts

 – ways of lawfully terminating employment

 – discrimination

 – unions

 – immigration

 – what to expect as a foreign employer

 – cultural issues

Break time Q&A including: issues in other  
Asia-Pacific countries
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“Good overview. Pretty spot-on.”
Denby Group

“At a glance summary sheets very useful.”
AB Agri Ltd

“Examples and cases and comparisons really 
useful.”
University of Wales

“Gave me an overview of legal, HR and 
cultural issues in Asia.”
M & S Logistics Ltd

“Very informative – lots of questions answered.” 
Starbucks
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